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IT ISN'T OFTEN THAT I DO I HAVE OBSERVED WITH diligent in its effort to perpetuany figuring on baseball per- satisfaction that the Grand Forks ate itself. Every gardener whose
cen tag es. It isn't necessary. All Chiefs have ~een pretty consis- plot is in the vicinity of a box
the figuring is done by those tently maintaining their pos~tion elder is kept busy during the
whose business it is, and the at or near the top of the per- summer rooting up seedlings.
team standings
centage column. But it may or And in spite of all his effort he
are t h e r e for
may not have occurred to any- is pretty sure to overlook some
me to examine
one else that the table, while ac- of them, and next year he will
if I am ·nterest- .
curate, doesn't give a quite com- find a lusty box elder growing
ed. Ma y years
plete picture of the situation.
right in the middle of a pet shrub
ago, when I did
where it is hard to get at, or in
'[ a little sports
HAVING BEFORE ME THE some· other place where it isn't_
editing in .the
table published Thursday morn- wanted. The seedlings are easy
time available
ing, which, doubtless, will have to kill if they are taken in time,
between other
been changed by subsequent but they are so numerous that
j obs, every
games, I note that the higher some of them are certain to essports editor did
percentages are as follows: cape attention.
his own figuring
Grand Forks, .632; Superior,
* * *
and errors were
.571; Winnipeg, .553; Crookston
EVEN MORE PERSISTENT
frequent. There
and Duluth, .500 each. That is the ash. We haven't so many
is nothing diffi.
seems fairly close for the lead- of them as of box elders and
cult about calD .
ers. One day's games might from many standpoints th~ ash
.
avies
. 1 ch anges m
.
the is a thoroughly desirable tree,
culatmg
the permak e ma t ena
centage of a team on the basis of order.
while the box elder has several
games won and lost. All that is
* * *
objectionable features. But in the
required is a little elementary BUT TH A T ISN'T THE matter of seeding itself the ash
long division, but in the hurry whole story. On the basis· of the is a problem. Its seeds are similar
of preparing copy it was easy to same table Grand Forks has in form to tl\_ose of the box eldslip a cog, and then there wo_uld played 19 games, Superior only er, and both are scattered by the
be angry protests from aggnev- 14, Winnipeg 15, and Crookston wind and will take rot in almost
ed readers.
and Duluth 16 each. The .higher any soil. But to the gardener the
* * *
percentage of Grand Forks is on ash is even more objectionable
TO SIMPLIFY AND SPEED the greater number of games. because of its deep-rooting habup the procedure Charlie Scott If each team should be required it. The roots of the box elder ·
and I collaborated in the prepara- to play 19 games, Superior would seedling are mostly near the sur.l
tion of a table of percentages have to play five games and win face, and the little plant can be
which eliminated all the daily four of them to tie Grand Forks. uprooted without difficulty. But
figuring. All that was necessary Winnipeg must play four games the miniature ash immediately
was to look at the table, and and win all of them. Crookston sends a tap root down to unthere was the percentage, right and Duluth must play three known depths and gets .a firm
before our eyes. We considered games each, and if they should grip on the earth. Attempts to
the preparation of that table a win all of them they would still pull it often break it off, and if
brilliant achievement. It did save be several points below Grand the break is at the surface a new
a lot of work. Now all such Forks. That may be some com- shoot is likely to appear. It has
things are systematized and syn- fort to Grand Forks fans if the seemed to me that because of its
dicated, and such ready-reckon- local team should slip a notch rooting habit the ash would be a
ing devices as ours are in use or two.
fine tree for a farm grove. It is
the world over, and the individual
* * *
not a rapid grower, but it is one
sports editor is relieved of a lot OF ALL OUR LOCAL TREES of our most valuable timber
of brain fag.
the box elder is one of the most trees.

* * *

: FIND NO PUBLISHER'S IM·
pnnt on the North Dakota publicity pamphlet. If I were a printer I should not
·
like to have my
name
to such attached
a job.
The typography
is blurred and
smeared, and as
to the portraits,
many of them
look as if the
subjects w e r e
suffering from a
bad attack of
smallpox. Inasmuch as the law
requires newspaper publication
DaV1es.
of all measures to be submitted,
the publicity pamphlet seems to
be superfluous.

would be fighting all over the coalition cabinets in emergencies.
planet wherever the water is
* * *
deep enough.
OUR SYSTEM OF GOVERN* * *
ment, however, is entirely differT_HE ITALIAN ATTITUDE IN ent from that in the par11·am'en- ,
this war has been that of the tary countries. There the parliajackal that hangs around until ment is the supreme and exclus- \
the lion has made his kill and ive governing body and the cabigorged himself. And the more des- net is its agent, which can be deperate the case of the Allies be- posed at the will of the main
comes the more courageous the body. A coalition in those counItalians grow. If Germany should tries can last only so lon,g c-,S it
win in the final roundup, probably has the confidence and support
Mussolini. would be graciously of the parties represented
it.
permitted to extend his sway over The coalition is definitely represuch unconsidered trifles of ter- sentative of the several parHes.
ritory as Hitler doesn't want,
* * *·
with the distinct understanding
IN THIS COUNTRY CON!hat at all times he must.be obed- gress is not supreme. The presiient to orders from Berlm.
dent has large powers which
*
congress cannot abridge, and the
IN AN ADDRESS BROAD- cabinet represents, not the con* * *
cast the other night J. B. Priest- gress, but the president. Its mi:'mMR. LANGER BASES HIS AP- ly, speaking from London, said hers are his personal repre8entapeal for votes as published in the that the British public had been tives, and Republican cabinet ofpamphlet on his pledge that he slow to appreciate the real sig- ficers. appointed by a Democratic
will never vote to send the boys nificance of this war as some- :president coul? not be considered :
to Europe. If the present rate of t h i n g immediately concerning m an~ effective -way as r~~pregoing is kept up there will soon them. As an illustration he sentat1ves of the Republican parbe no friendly territory in Europe quoted a remark made by a kit- ty.
on which our boys could land ·if chen maid in his household. The
* * *·
they were sent across, and the girl said, "I wonder if Hitler THE IDEA OF THE DElandiJ.?g of an army o~ ground knows what ~ lot of. trouble and fense commission is far better
held m force by a hostile power expense he 1s makmg for us~" and the
· ·
h
'
would be some job. Yet, if we Priestly assured her that Hitler
. . . . commiss~op as vast
should get into a war some of does know, and likes it.
P.ossibillties. It will be respon-·
our boys would be fighting, if
* * *
si.ble ~nly to the ~resident. In
not in Europe, very close to it. p RE s IDEN T ROOSEVELT his attitude toward it Mr. RooseNobody wants a war, but some- would have been glad to include velt will have an opportunity to
!ime~ people are forced into war two or three prominent Republi- show to what extent he is willin spite .of wh.at ;hey want. The cans in his cabinet, and there are ing, in a great national emerNorweg1a~s didn.t want war, but those who have thought that this gency, to subordinate political
they got it, as did th~ people ~f ~ould be a g~od thing. But prom- considerations to the urgent reseveral smaller countries. And 1f ment Republlcans have not re·
.
.
war should come the best defense sponded, and it is just as well. q~1rements of the natI_o~. If he
~eas.ure would be to _keep the In support of the plan there has tri;d to make a pol~t1~al mafightmg as far as possible from been cited the practice in Gr.eat chme of the comm1ss10n the
our own territory. With the Unit- Britai,h and some other demo~rat- whole thing will be a dismal
ed States at war American ships ic co).mtries in the creation of failure.

in

* *

1

f

WHEN THE BOY BROUGH: and in a few minutes he was as to his digging while they were
the evening pape: I thought ~t dry as ever.
foraging ·or bathing. But whenwould be a neat idea to read 1t
*
.
.
in the shade of the back yard. THUS FAR I HADN'T DONE ever one particular robm _appear~
rfhe sun was still high, and the much reading. I had just read a ed. he woul~ drop everythmg and
· th oug h qmN· paragraph m
· d"1cat·mg t h e prob a b· son
drivehethat
air,
hadbird
h off.
t For
f · some
th t rea·
d
·1·t
th
t
M
1·
·
b
t
t
a
a
e
on
or
a pare t , · re t a 1 n e ~ i y . a
usso m~ was a ou o ticular bird.
much of the Jump m and get his when I notheat of a blaz- iced that my robin had started
*
ing
afternoon. to dig. Robins live chiefly on EVIDENTLY THERE WAS A
The spr ink 1 er worms and bugs. I have read that deep-seated private quarrel. I had
was going full a robin can hear the sound of no means of learning anything
force for the an angleworm burrowing be- about its cause, but the evidence
grass was show- neath the surface, and that that's of its existence was unmistakable.
ing the effects why a robin digs. I wouldn't In between these battles I had
of heat, and I know about that. I have never read occasional paragraphs in the
thought I could been able to hear any sound paper, but I had not made much
afford the lux- made by an angleworm, but progress. The wild life around me
ury of a few bar- probably a rq.bin's hearing · is was too interesting. Birds came
rels of water at more acute, and it is closer to by the dozen to enjoy the bath. A
that 15 cent rate. the ground.
tiny goldfinch bathed as vigorDavies
Every Ii t t I e
* * *
ously as the robin had done. A
movement of air BE THAT AS IT MAY, MY purple grackle flew straight for
brought the perfurn.e of lilacs, robin made the dirt fly, and pres- the bath, but when he saw me
and all the surroundings were so ently he pulled out of the hole a too near he swerved and took
peaceful that the conditions worm that looked large enough his station · in a tree across the
Iseemed ideal for reading the to make a meal for him. But one lot where he scolded me in that ,
paper and learning the worst worm was just a taste. He went rasping tone of his. I heard the '
.about the war up to date.
after more, and got them. His note of an oriole at some dis*
digging was interrupted by the tance and presently the oriole
I HAD READ A FEW HEAD- arrival of another robin. Prompt- itself approached and doused its
lines and found nothing encour- ly he attacked the intruder and brilliant plumage. So it went unaging in them when a robin at- drove him away. This was re- til I decided to give up reading
tracted my attention. I had just peated several times. The yard the paper until night when I
filled the bath, and he was en- was big enough and contained could read it in the house withjoying it. Some birds bathe rath- worms enough for a whole flock out interruption.
er daintily as if afraid of get- of robins, but it appeared that
* * *
ting wet. Not this robin. He this robin, like Hitler, demanded PERHAPS WE ARE TO HAVE
plunged right in where the wat- it all for himsel+. I began to dis- here a colony of whip-poor. wills.
er was breast deep, and soused like him. Then I discovered that Mrs. J. Bell DeRemer heard one
himself. Th~t's exact!~ the w?rd he ~as not quite the greedy mon- a couple of weeks ago. It may, of
-soused. Time after time he 1m- opobst that I had supposed. He course, have been the one heard
mersed himself until his feathers permitted without protest the by Mrs. Saunderson, but it seems
were wet and dragg~ed, but, aft- presence of several other robins, more likely that separate birds
er shaking himself vigorously he Iseveral sparrows, a goldfinch and have started housekeeping in
tperched on the sweet pea fence, a catbird, a:r1d attended strictly different parts of the city.

* *

* *

*

*
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\ PLACE NAMES, LIKE OTH- the city of York, England. To- Moore, the famous English genIer names, have their peculiari- ronto was once Little York. Bos- eral who was buried "darkly, at
ty. Many of them have histori- ton was an old English town long dead of night," I stumbled upon
cal associations, being used to before the name was given to an a background for the name of a
commemorate important events American village which was !0 district in ·an Ontario city. At one
be a g~eat center of culture m time during his long and brilor t o . d ~ h. onor
the Umted States.
.
..
.
to
mdividuals
* *
hant military career S1r John
who _have been
THEN THERE ARE NAMES Moore was in command at the
conspicuous for
whose origin has been complete- battle of Vinegar Hill, Ireland.
oneth reasot or
Iy forgotten. In Brantford, Ont- Some patriotic Irish had evident- ·
ano er.
a_ny
ario, when I lived there we had ly settled · years ago on that
a ~ e s derive
two names which I have attrib- gently sloping hill and had nam1
e
rl
n
a
mt
es
uted to somebody's coarse hu- ed it for another Vinegar Hill in
f rom oca1 opo· t 1eft .
h"1 1
f
mor. They were Wh"1sk y H o11ow IreIan d w h"1ch t h ey h a d JUS
frap ~~
eaand Vinegar Hill. The name Why the Irish town or hill was
;resd Fe ~arr1:e
Whisky Hollow was usually con- named is beyond me.
ran
or s is
sidered appropriate. The locali*
~nie exam~le of
ty was down by the river bank, OCCASIONALLY WHEN
: ~ am~t-~
quite off the beaten track, and have confessed ignorance of th
many of the less desirable mem- French language my statement
1!s a mu I~~ia~
na ms n~here is
hers of the community, among has been received with surprise,
evi~:nce of liveDavies
them a la!ge proportion of for I have met those w~o suply imagination and poetic spirit, bJacks, grav1ta!ed there. Expan- posed t!tat the populat10n of
as in Minnewaukan, meaning s1on of the city .ch~nged t~e Canada 1s so largely French that
Spirit water, which English charac!er of the district an? 1t everyone ther~ must have at
speaking pioneers reduced to was given a more euphomous least a smattermg of knowledge
bad prose in the form "Devil's name. It had been Holmdale for of the lang?-age. Those persons
Lake "
many years.
do not reallze that the French
·
* * *
*
population of Canada is confinTHE NAME VINEGAR HILL ed chiefly to the province of
IN MANY OF THE PLACE used to puzzle me. In the first Quebec and to certain sections of
names of th~ west and south"Yest place, it wasn't much of a hill. the northwest where the fur
w~ :ead evidences of . t~e P1?us It was just a slight elevation industry attracted many of the
spirit of the early. m!ssrnnari.es, spread over considerable area, Quebec people. There may have
who named t~e missions w~ich and I could see no reason for been a very few French families
the~ fo~nded m honor of ~amts. calling it a hill when we had in Brantford, though I never
~a~1forma has a whole strmg. of plenty of real hills in other di- heard of any, and I was thorc1tles large and . . ~mall w~ich rections. Nor could I see any- oughly familiar with the town.
were once mission stations thing vinegary about it. Physic.; We had a few hundred negroes,
foun~ed by. that . devout. ~nd ally it was rather attractive, and who, with the exception of the
amazmg_ly mdustrious misswn- its population was orderly and small Whisky Hollow crowd,
ary Jumpero Serra.
industrious. It contained a black were good people in every way.
* * *
colony of a few dozen families, The rest of the population, so
MANY OF THE PLACES IN but they were of the better class far as I have recollection of it,
the western world were named and were generally respected. was English, Irish and Scottish.
after the European - usually
* * *
So far as I know the ScandiEnglish-homes of the early set- GLANCING ·THROUGH A BI- navian countries were not repretlers. New York is named after ographical sketch of Sir John sented by a single family.

*

f fi

* *
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* *

LILAC · _TIME IN GRAND
Forks has been a decided suecess this year. The season was
somewhat later than usual and
b 1 o oms were
rather s Io w in
getting started.
In most y e a r s
this is an advantage as there is
I e s s likelihood
of damage from
late frosts. But
when growth did
get started it
came on apace
and the spring
rains had provided plenty of
moisture to in.
sure good develDavies
opment. The result has been an unusually fine
display of blossoms which have
held their form and color well.
This has given the city a fine display of (his, one of our earliest
and most beautiful flowers.

*

*

*

I THINK I HAVE SEEN
somewhere that there are some
300 . named varieties of lilacs.
uch infinitessimal divisions a:re
meaningless except to the expert,
and I suspect that the experts
would have difficulty in classifying some of the varieties which
-resemble each other so closely
that differences among them are
scarcely perceptible. There are,
however, differences which are
so marked that they can be recognized even by the unskilled
amateur. These differences are
in color, form and character of
growth.

*

* *

MY FRIEND TOM HARIG,
who grows a lot of interesting
plants at his home on Thirteenth
avenue south, had just given me

an armful of the most remarkable lilac blooms that I have
ever seen. The flower spikes are
large and well set with clusters
. . .
of md1v1dual blossoms of unusual
size, and their color is the deepest purple that I have ever seen
in a lilac. Tom obtained his
stock a few years ago from a
lady at Angus, Minnesota, who
had grown the plants for a long
time. She had no knowledge of
their name or origin. In addi·
tion to the fine form and deep
coloring of the blossoms the
plants have the advantage of being free from suckers, a feature
which makes them especially desirable for the small garden.

*

*

*

*

*

*

SO FAR AS I· CAN LEARN
the lilac is not a native of the
western hemisphere. The earliest
known plants were found in Asia
and southeastern Europe, and the
first plants on this continent
were brought to New England by
settlers in whose English gardens they had grown for generations. Thence they were carried
across the continent and the lilac
has become one of the most
prized and most familiar flowers
of the northern states and Canada.
OUR MOST FAMILIAR VA..
riety is the old-fashioned "com..
mon" lilac which, if untrimmed,
grows to a height of ten or
twelve feet and in a good year
is covered with mass s of richly
tinted purple blossoms. It is a
persistent grower and will stand
all sorts of rough usage. In the
small garden it has the disadvantage of being difficult to control. Its root are rapid travelers
and unless there is vigorous action to check the growth of suck·

one plant will soon occupy
much more space than one wishes to give to it.

e

*

*, *

HORTICULTURISTS HAVE
developed from the common Iilac many new types. We have
now the Persian and French
~ilacs,. and I never c.an tell whiGh
1s which. These vary greatly in
form and color, and most of them
are free from suckers. Fully
opened some of them are deep
purple while others are so faintly tinged with color as to appear
almost white. There is, of
course, the pure white lilac,
which has the growing characteristics of the common lilac, ineluding that of suckering.

I

* .* *

THERE IS AN INTERESTING
difference between the common
and the French and Persian Iilacs in the coloring, respectively,
of unopened and opened buds.
The unopened buds of the common lilac are deep purple, but
when opened the flowers are
much lighter. With some of the
other varieties the unopened buds
are only faintly colored, many
having a faded appearance, but
the opened flowers have an even
deeper color than those of the
common lilac. With them the
color scheme is reversed.

*

*

*

IN MY NEIGH B OR H O OD
there is an interesting lilac freak.
One bush, which may be a Persian, has a fine crop of lacy
blossoms that are almost white,
but one twig has two clusters of
deep purple blossoms. Because of
the . plant's habit · of growth
cross-fertilization does not seem
to account for this curious variation. It presents a problem which
I leave to the authorities. It is
too much for me.

1

I HAVE JUST HAD A LITTLE
job of painting done. I have had
many jobs of painting done by
'
several different kinds of workmen, and under many different
c O n di ti O n s.
,
s O met i m e s I
have done the
j Ob
my s e 1 f,
though I am not
a p a i n t e r.
Though not a
painter, I have
usu a 11 y been
able to do a
pla.in, straightaway job in a
1fairly
satisfact O ry manner,
but, being unaccustomed to the
work, the task
has taken me
Davies
twice as long as it would have
taken a regular painter.

l

*

*

*

OCCASIONALLY IN AN E·Mergency, when no other painter
was immediately available, I
have employed a stranger and
taken a chance. And sometimes
.JI have wished I .hadn't, for an
unskillful painter can do damage
in a day that it will take a long
time to repair. Hence, when I
have a job of painting to do, I
prefer to employ someone regu..
larly in the business who has a
stake in his work and a reputa. tion to maintain. My little job
this time was done by professional painters.

I SAID "PROFESSIONAL." showers from the glowing metal
you may ask when ho_usepai?t· under .the blows of the hammer.
mg became a profess10n. Im Sometimes, as a rare privilege, I
sure I don't know, but I ,suspect was permitted to strike alternate
that ever since housepainting blows with, another hammer, the
was done the work has demand- blacksmith and I playing what
ed several of the qualities which was to me a merry tune. That
we associate with what we call blacksmith was more than a
the professions. It demands in- manual worker. He was an arttimate knowledge of the mater-' ist. For him the horseshoe had
ials used technical · skill, and to be turned just right; the weld
manual dexterity. But the finish- must be made at just the right
ed workman must have more heat; and every curve and joint
than these qualities. He must had to be finished smoothly and
have a lively interest in his work accurately. He knew that his
and take · pride in doing a good work would stand up wherever it
job. There are Ph. Ds who could was put, and·. he was proud of
not meet all those requirements, it.
and housepainters who can.
* * *
Therefore I say that my job was HOUSEP AINTERS, PLASTERdone by professional painters, ers and blacksmiths do not wear
and, of course, it was well done. white collars at their work. Their
*
working clothes are rough and
SOME YEARS AGO I HAD A soiled. But the youth who has
job of plastering done by a man the soul of an artist can make a
whom I should classify as a pro- profession of any job that he
fessional plasterer. Plastering is tackles. Like the quarry man
manual work of a strenuous who,. shaping a. blo_ck of stone,
sort. One part of the work re- who told the mqmrer that he
quired both skill and good taste. was building a cathedral, he can
My plasterer-he is no longer see through the task on which
living, I am sorry to say-went his hands are employed a vision
at it with the enthusiasm of . an of beauty, symmetry, strength .
artist. He touched the materials He works for wages, of course. ·
as if he loved them, and when So do we . all. He must have
the work was done, and well wages with which to provide
done, he was as proud of it as a food and clothing and shelter.
painter is of a fine picture, or Those necessities are things of
as a sculptor is of a fine piece a day. But the joy that comes
of statuary.
from worthy achievement is a
*
permanent reward whose value
AS A BOY I LIKED TO is not subject to the fluctuations
visit the village blacksmith sh
of the market or the uncertainand watch the sparks fly .i n ties of weather.

* *

* *

THE CENSUS BUREAU HAS tial industry based on real val- FOX FARMIN°' GOT ITS
removec;l from its rolls the one ues, and that industry thrives start in the Canadian province of
farm which, until now, has ex- today. A few years ago we had Prince Edward Island where it
, isted on Manhattan island. When
.
h are as a source of s t·ii
fl ouris
· h es. T he pioneers
'.
·
.
d the Be1g1an
1
m
the D u t ch b ought the 181an
.
.
.
.
_
fr O m the In·
try, a craze which m some of the mdustry reaped a rich harvdians for $24
its aspects was -as fantastic as est during the craze from the
they paid all
the tulip craze. There was a sud- sale of animals for breeding. As
that it was
den development of interest in high as $35,000 was paid for one
worth to anythe Belgina hare as a source of pair of silver foxes for breedbody at that
food and fur. People began rais- ing. Now the price is about $100.
time, and coning hares in expectation of for- But there is a steady demand for
·trary to many
tunes. Agricultural publications pelts, and to meet that thousands
s t at e m e n t s
were filled with advertisements of fox farms are in operation.
which have been
of breeding stock and enormous
* * *
made, the Inprices were paid for animals A CANADIAN GOVERNMENT
dians were not
having what were considered bulletin tells of the growth of
defrauded. Whatchoice pedigrees. A lot of money the fur . farming industry in
ever value the
was actually made by the few Canada, the revenues from which .
island has now
who got in on the ground floor in 1938 amounted to nearly $6,has been created
and supplied the demand for 500,000. The greater part of this
by forces with
Davies
breeding stock, but when people was from silver foxes, although
which the Insettled down to the prosaic busi- other foxes are also grown for
dians had nothing to do. Al- ness of raising the animals for market, as well as minks, mus- though most of the island was food and fur there was a slump. krats and other fur-bearers.
worthless for agricultural pur- I suppose Belgian hares are still There are now more than 10~000
poses there were a few spots raised somewhere, but they are fur farms in Canada, and these
which could be cultivated with not bringing fancy prices.
farms now fu~nish almost 50 per (
some success.
* * *
cent of Canada's large fur outVillages were spotted here and FUR
FARMING
PASSED put. Grand Forks has a successthere, and the rest of the area through somewhat similar stages. ful fox farm just north,. of the
was either cultivated or grazed A few persons discovered that city, and the industry is well
by the cattle of the early inhabi- foxes could be raised successful- represented in many of the nortants. Gradually brick and mor- ly in captivity, and to many that thern states.
tar took the place of grass and appeared an easy way to becom*
cultivated fields, but year after ing rich. Fur farms were estab- ONE OF THE MOST PRECO·
year for some decades past there lished all over the country, and cious bloomers that I have seen
has been recorded one "farm" on there was an insistent demand is a columbine seedling which I
the island in what. is known as for breeding stock. But the busi- set out this spring. When plant- \.
the Inwood section. That bit of ness didn't pan out the way that ed it was a tiny thing, no larger
land, occupying the space of a many hoped that it would. It re- at the crown than a knitting (
city block, is no longer a farm; quired constant attention, lots needle. It has established itself \
it is a parking lot, and Manhat- of hard work and an intimate slowly, and I suppo etl that it
l tan is no longer agricultural ter- knowledge of the ways of would make some growth this
ritory.
foxes. Most of the amateurs summer and made a few blooms
l
* * *
dropped out and left the field to next year. Yet that tiny plant
HOLLAND'S TULIP CRAZE the · pro:fessionals. The original has already produced a full- \
is historic. The craze subsided, craze has given place to a solid fledged blossom which is as big
but there developed a substan- industry.
as all the rest of the plant.
i
1

*

I
if

,I

*
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IN A ROUNDABOUT WAY \ to many conversations on the
the administration is _taking subject of he~pip~ .the Allies,
steps to speed up the Job of and from men m 'many walks of
I
supplying to the Allies war ma- life I find a pr nounced sentiterial of which
ment, expressed
in various
they are desways, in favor of doing · whatp e r a t e 1 y in
ever can be do.ne to help the
need. The navy
Allies in this ., fight short of
d e p a rtment is
sending an army across the seas.
turning back to
On that point I find opinion rethe m a n u facserved, pending . future developturer c e rt a i n
ments.
plans made dur*
ing , the, past
INVOLVED IN THAT ATTI. two yea~s in
tude, .I find, are consideration of
ex ch a nge for
sentiment and idealism, but
others of imaside from such considerations
P r. o v e d . type
it is defended as a cold, practical
which are now
DaV1es.
matter of business. Until rebeing manufactured. The planes cently we have rested secure in
thus turned in will be deliver- the belief that the Allies would
ed immediately to the Allies, who win the war or that at · worst
will thus be supplied immedi- the war wouid end in somethina
ately 'With equipment for which like a draw which would leav:
otherwis~ they . would have the great democracies intact.
been obllged to wait for months. That belief has been shattered
This plan, it i's said, is to be and we face now the definit~
followed by the return to possibility of a German victory
manufacturers in similar man- which would leave the democraner of other "surplus" material cies prostrate with Hitler masby both navy and army, the ter of the world.
material to be sold at once to
*
the Allies by the manufacturers.
THE IDEA THAT WHAT
* * *
happens in Europe is of no conTHIS METHOD CAN · BE cern here has been pretty
followed without special au- thoroughly dissipated. Events
thorization by congress and in Europe are now affecting us
without violating any existing most intimately. Already they
law. It is an indirect, but very have had a demoralizing influuseful method of helping the ence on our entire· economic
Allies, whereas the direct sale system. They have imposed on
of material by our government us a five billion dollar defense
to the Allied governments is program, the cost of which will
opposed by some members of affect the way of living of every
congress on the ground that it American. And, if Hitler wins
· would - be interpreted as an act this war, our five million, dolof war against Germany.
lars would be merely the begin* * *
ning · of an .:.xpenditure of many
I HAVE LISTENED OF LATE times that sum in an effort to

*

*

*

*

build defenses strong enough to
aff~rd e_ven reasonable security.
If, m spite of all that, we should
be forced into a war with Britai'n and France already destroy .
ed, we should spend scores of
billions, and no one can say
what the outcome would be.

* .. *

I

*

THOSE FACTS ARE BECOMing more and more clearly re ..
cognized, and there is a growing feeling that it is better to
act now than to wait until it
is too late. To the statement
that supplying material to the
Allies on a large scale through
direct government action would
of itself involve us in war it
is replied that that may be true,
but that it would also provide
the best assurance possible
that we shall not be involved
in war. If, by aiding the Allies
now in this manner we can prevent a Nazi victory, we should
be insuring our Immunity at a
comparatively low cost.

* * *

SENTIMENT THAT I FIND
is almost unanimous in going
the entire distance in support '
of the Allies short of sending an
army abroad, and men who are
not accustomed to talking loosely in terms of money have said
that we should not sell, but give
outright to the Allies_ whatever
can be helpful to them as a
part of our contribution to a
cause in which we have a vital
interest. Every gain made by
Hitler's armies is a menace to
the United States. In strengthening the forces of France and
Britain we shall be contributing to our own security and .the
untrammeled maintenance of
our way of life.

. \VESTERN NORTH DAKOTA
m
pioneer days is the background of a new novel entitled
"Med?ra," by Miss Zdena Trinka,
of Lidgerwood, N. D. Another
novel by Miss
Trinka ''Jeni k
and Marenka of
Czechoslovakia,"
gained for its
author free entrance into and
travel privileges
through Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia and Rumania. Her sojourn in Europe
was interrupted
by events leading to the Mun i ch compact,
and Miss Trinka
Davtes.
returned as a refugee on the
. Queen M a r y, among whose
passengers on the · same trip
were Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Fairbanks. I have not seen her new
~ork, theref~re .I c~nnot pass
Judgment on 1t, but 1t has been
!hus described in a printed art1cle:

*

*

*

cowpuncher; of a Wall St
ban.
,
. .
.
reet
. ker s milhons mvested in a
losmg gamble on the future of a
new _country; _ of Alexander Mc·
Kenzie when he "sat the roost"
a_s Czar of Dakota's political destmy; of cattlemen, rustlers, and
desperadoes. It is · the story of
the day of feuds and gunfire,
stark tr~gedy and ridiculous hum?r. It is the story of a man's
chiva~ry and a. woman's tender
devotJ.on t~at rivals the classics
of lov~. I_t is 3: story that supplies
the ?J,1ssmg lmk to the Dreyfus
affai: and sees its finale on the
burnm~ sands of the African desert. I~ 1s a b?ok for which a large
sa!e 1s pre~1cted not only in Amer1ca but m Franc.e and England."

* *

*

VITAMIN B-1 IS BEING
featured as an aid to gardeners
a:1d horticulturists. Amazingly
diluted solutions of it are supposed to do reinarkable things to
plants. We are being shown pietures of plants treated with this
solution which are several times
as large and sturdy as similar
plants whiclr have not been so
treated. Some of the statements
made concerning it sound too
good to be true, but I am open
to conviction when satisfactory
evidence is available. I have already doped some plants with
o_ne of the commercial preparat1ons and am awaiting results.

" 'MEDORA' IS THE FIRST
novel ever written with North
Dakota for a background. It is
the story of the Marquis de
Mores of France, of his beautiful American bride, Medora, after whom a town was named; and
of their Chateau in the famous
Badlands of North Dakota where
* *
they set up a bit of Old Europe· IT APPEARS THAT VITA
of Theodore Roosevelt in th~ min B-l is but
•
days when he was a Wild West chemicals whicin!n~!r t~!t::1~~!

*

· ·
composition
of what is called the
Vitamin B complex. Dr. ,Martin
~- Vorha.us of New York, who
IS recogmzed as an authority on
the _subject, says fuat in the Vitamm B complex there are 16
and possibly as many as 20 sep'.
~rate elem~nts, each having an
~portant mfluence on the physic~! well-being of mankind. By
a. simple mathematical computation Dr. V?rhaus finds that there
3:e a possible 43,046,720 combinatlons of th_e~e elements with only
one contammg them all in the
proper proportions requisite for
good health.

* * *

OUR PRESENT DIET, SAYS
Dr. Vorhaus, is deficient in some
of these important properties.
Another authority, Dr. Fritz
Lowry of Philadelphia, says that
paupers in ~ngland 300 years ago
~ere provided ~hre~ or four
times ~s much V1tamm B as the
wealthies! classes in England
now r~ce1ve. The statement that
there 1s only one chance in more
tha~ 43 million of having our vitamm content just right will be
welcomed by those who like to
have. so1:1ething. to worry about,
and it ~Ill provide them with oppo~tu~1ty for worry that will last
a. lifetime. As for me, I shall go
right along eating such things
as are set before me. and w~ich
appeal to my .taste, with leanmgs
toward a thick steak, medium,
every
so oft~n. WhE;n _there's only
0
?e chance m 43 million of being
right, ?ne 1;1ay as well forget it
!,~t:~ioia~~~~ as well as possible

SOME TIME AGO IN WRIT- the Hawaii American Le·gion, and t~e medical s.~aff of the Univering about matters dramatic and a , delegate from Hawaii to the s1ty of Hawau.
·
* * *,
·operatic I told of an incident in Repubhcan
nat·1onaI convent·ion
I
•
•
•
•
Ph.I
d
I
h.
Dr
Donald
McDR.
MIN
HIN LIS MOTHER
which a group of Umversity m
.1 a e P ia.
·
was one of the representative
students assisted in the presen- Corm1ck has for years been a citizens of Honolulu who, 20
tation of the opresident of Philadelphia where years ago, organized the cities
e r a "A i d a"
he has attained a commanding United ·welfare board, and durwhich was being
position as a surgeon.
ing the two decades that has
given here by
* *
, elapsed she has been an untiring
the famous San
DR. LI FLEW FROM HONO- worker in the service of that ore a r I o s Opera
lulu to Fargo in 30 hours in order ganization for the promotion of
company. Extra
to attend the North Dakota Le- local health and welfare. Recentmen ~ere needgion convention at Devils Lake Iy she was honor~d by hay~ng
ed to fill out the
and to visit old friends in Grand presented to her m .recogmtion
picture in the
Forks. His classmate Dr. Mc- of her service a testimonial script
chorus es and
Cormick flew most of the way containing a record of that servs ever a 1 boy~
from Philadelphia to meet his ice.
from the Umold friend here and to revive
*
v er sit Y volunmemories of school days at the HAWAI! IS NO STRANGER
teered to serve.
u. N. D. The incident of the op- to U. N. D. graduates, several of
They could- wear
era was recalled, together with whom are or have been engaged
the 1 r costum~s
Davies
many others. While he .was at in important work there or in
and carry . their
the University Dr. Li, finding the surrounding Pacific. To
spears . qmte compet.entJY, but himself in contact with many Richard Black, now with the
when it came ~o , smgmg the classmates of N o r s e origin, Byrd Antarctic expedition, was
choruses, they didn t ~now th~ thought it his duty to learn entrusted the responsibility of
language. Ho~ever, bemg anxi- something of their language. He taking possession in the name of
?us to. do th~ir full duty, t~ey applied himself so well that he the United States of Canton, Jar- 1
improvised with the b~st Italla~ became able to sing the Norwe. vis and Enderbury islands and
they kn:w and . .s~n~,, M~carom, gian national anthem correctly of establishing American colonspa~hett1, vermic1lll, with all and with great enthusiasm.· That izers on them. Displayed in Reutt!1eir power and to the great de- was many years ago, but on his tell's store window just . now is
llght of the regular performers. visit here, when as many as the tattered remains of the Am* * *
possible of the old gang were erican flag which he first raised
THE FACTS IN THAT CASE rounded up he demonstrated over Enderbury. Alex Budge, anwere relayed to me by a friend that he had ~ot forgotten. .He other Grand F~rks man, he~ds
· hO k
th t
but I didn't can, and occas10nally does, smg the company which owns a strmg
w
new e s ory,
.
the Norwegian national anthem of Hawaii's finest hotels, sugar
learn the names of any of those as well as ever.
plantations and other large enamateur performers. I have now
* *
terprises. Boyd Begg, still anothlearned that one of them was DR. LI COMES OF A DIS- er Grand Forks man, is just now
Min Hin Li, a native of Hawaii tinguished . medic a I family. engaged on the construction of
and son of an eminent Chinese Among his forbears have been the six million dollar dry dock at 1
family there, who was then a some of the outstanding physi- Pearl harbor, the largest in the
North Dakota student, and anoth- cians in China and several of his world. His company has the coner was Donald McCormick, a immediate relatives are now tract for one third of the conNorth Dakota resident, both stu. practicing medicine there. His struction, · a job which will be
dents in the University school of father, long a resident of Hawaii, completed in two years. When I
medicine.
·
has for years been a leading that is done there will be similar
* * *
physician in Honolulu, and his jobs in the Palmyra islands. With
MIN HIN LI, IS NOW DR. LI, mother also hold~ a doctor's de~ these are other · former Universia leading practitioner in Honolu- gree. A brother and a sister are ty people, some of them classlu one of the most influential cit- both physicians and another ~is- mates, Dr. Li keeps in as close
iz~ns of Hawaii, commander of ter is married to a member of Itouch as possible.
1

*

*

*

1

*

THUS FA , WHILE THE EMERGENCIES AND DIS-' eralizations do not fit into the
United States eels the influence asters do have their compensa- hard and sometimes cruel facts
i·n every deuartment of tion~. Misfortune does some- of life.
Of ,1:1ar
n
•
times help to brush aside the ar* * *
its life, and the possibHities of tificial distinctions which sepaR. J. MOORE, WHO HAS
the future are unknown, our .rate human beings and bring just returned from a bankers'
people are free about a clearer :ealization of our convention in New York, tells of
from actual par- common .humamty. Those exper- the business confusion which
ticipation in the iences may help us to understand had been brought about by the
con f 1 i ct. But the relative unimportance of ma- war. Funds amounting to hunonly a few miles terial things and the enduring dreds of millions have been
away, with only nature of such human qualities brought from Europe and deposan invisible line as kindness and neighborliness. ited in New York banks for
separating them
*
safe keeping. The banks do not
from us, the
NOT MANY MONTHS AGO, want this money, as they already
people of Cana- when the field was being search- have more than they need. Its
da are actually ed for possible candidates for acceptance imposes obligations
at war. \'\Tar for the presidency there were a few on the local banks which they do
them is no theo- suggestions - not many, but not wish to assume, and for
retical . concept; some-that Senator Nye of Norti! which there is no adequate comit is an actuali- Dakota might develop consider- pensation. Moreover, because of
ty. From the able strength in the forthcoming the uncertainties surrounding life
DaV1es.
farms and the Republican convention as a can- in Europe, elaborate provisions
offices and the didate for the party's presiden- are made to prevent such funds
factories of Canada young men tial nomination. Mr. Nye had from falling into hostile hands.
are being mustered into service become one of the best known One device which is employed is
and thousands of them are al- speakers in the country. He had to have the money deposited in
ready overseas and more are addressed large audience in many joint accounts against wMch
preparing to follow. War in its states, and always he had im- drafts may be made by any one
grim aspects, short of actual in- pressed his audiences by his ex- of several persons, sometimes up
vasion of the country, has en- cellent platform manner and de- to a dozen. The custodian bank
tered the homes, the families, the livery, by the orderly arrange- must be constantly on guard to
lives of our nearest neighbors, ment of his material, his ready have the identity and authority
and the entire country is being and effective choice of words and of claimants properly checked, a
readjusted to a war basis.
the impressive manner in which task which keeps many person·
*
he made plausible statements. nel busy.
A LETTER JUST RECEIVED He was sure of an ovation wher* * *
ever he went.
FOREIGN COMMERCE
from a friend in the driest sec•
'
'.
f
s
k
t
h
t
f
*
~
*
says
Mr.
Moore,
has
been
uttert ion o
as a c ewan e11s o
.
.
d d
th th
th
h
FOR SOME REASON NOT ly demorallzed by the war and
t mue
con
rou
ere
roug
S
.
·
th
·
d 0f
.
much has been heard of enator its reactions have extend e d to
e /prtg a~
poor crop Jros- Nye of late. His presidential domestic business. Lined up a
pee ~. or
e summer.
any boomlet, if that term can be New York docks are scores o
familles. there _have been reduc- used to describe it, appears to vessels loaded with freight fo
e? to dire straits by the succes- have collapsed without anything which there are no markets availsion of bad crop years, and for even so impressive as an explo· able. Ships destined for neutral
ma~y .0 ~ them the problem ot sion. His remark just after the countries were caught in mid8
mamtammg bare existen<?e
invasion of Norway that noth· ocean by the invasion of those
18
b~come. acut~. B~t even m (,.~ ing was happening abroad that countries and the closing of
d!stressmg sit~atrnn .0 f destit~- was worth the price of an Ameri- their ports and were forced to
t10n and war the "":rite_r sees a can mule didn't help him in this double back and dock again in
ray of hope. She writes.
part of the country, but in other New York. Some shipping con*
sections also there has come cern . deprived of their ordinary
"THE WAR HAS AT LEAST about a realization that some of revenues, have been unable to
done one good thing for us. It the things which he has been in pay their help and sailors and
has brought about among us a the habit of dismissing lightly freight handlers are idle. All of
greater disposition to help each and casually are of real import- this tends to stagnate domestic !
other."
ance, and that some of his gen- commerce and industry.
j

* *

* *

J.
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*

*
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WHEN I RECEIVED THE
publisher's
announcement
of
T . k ,
b 00 k
Miss Zdena rm as new
'
"Medora,'' and noted the statement that it is
the first novel
with a North
Dakota background, I felt
sure that objection would be
made to that
statement if I
used it. With
curosity as to
the source from
which the first
protest w O u I d
come I used the
statement j u s t
as received, and
Davies
awaited results.
I didn't have to wait long. AImost before the ink on the
newspaper page was dry I received a letter about it from
E. W. Butler, who teaches high
school classes in Grand Forks
when he is not engaged with
sports, radio and other duties.
Mr. Butler writes:

(and remember that the Virginian was a series of episodic
stories woven into one) of Wister's Virginian dealt with Me .
dora · (same setting as book referred to as 'first novel, etc.)
"How about "The Prairie
Wife", by Arthur Stringer? Isn't
that presumed to be North Dakota?

*

*

*

"JUST AS A SUGGESTION,
without time to verify, what
about Knut Hamsun, Hamlin
Garland, even Martha Ostenso's
Wild Geese, the first Harper
prize-winning novel was about an
area either in North Dakota or
so close to it that it might
qualify. There are several references in her stories so the
Metropolis, which is unquestionably Grand Forks?

* * *

"I THINK A LITTLE DIScussion with the librarian would
disclose the fact that there have
been several novels with North
Dakota backgrounds~ the name
of which escape me: one ran in
the s. E. P. a year ago; another actually had Medora as its
locale; probably Charles G. Norris "Hands" had the harvest
episodes in North Dakota; oh,
there are many more I'm sure.
"To the fellow who wrote that
advertising blurb about the "first
novel," you might thank him
for us for his build-up . . . but
insist upon the fact that many
other writers have found North
Dakota a fertile habitat for
their characters."

willing to accept Mr. Butler's
summary, and I thank him for
saving me. a lot of trouble in
checking up on the background
of literature dealing with North
Dakota scenes and incidents, a
task which ·I should have felt it
my duty to undertake if someone else had not done it for me.

*

* *

THERE IS A WEALTH OF
material in the early history of
North Dakota awaiting the
touch of the literary craftsman.
Some of it has been used or
touched on incidentally, b1:1t writers have given their attention
chiefly to the range country. The
history of the early cattle industry is full of spectacular incidents which lend themselves
easily to the purposes of the
dramatist and melodramatist.
But North Dakota is not all cow
country. The Red river valley
has a dramatic . history of its 1
own, a history into which the 1
hard-riding cowboy does :r.ot enter.

* *

*

THE RED RIVER ITSELF
was once a great highway upon
* *
which the explorer followed the
"IN THIS MORNINGS 'THAT
Indian, and he in turn was folReminds Me' I noted a sta~elowed by the fur trader and the
ment somewhat as follows: This
homesteader. That road teemed
is the first novel ever to be
with traffic as varied in its nawritten with North Dakota as
ture as the famous East Indian
a background.
Without much
road traversed by Kipling's Kim.
recourse to records I'm sure that
There was conflict of interests.
there are many other novels
There were tragic and comic inthat would · give a bit of recidents. Over that road came
buttal to this statement. Here
a great migration of solid, subare a few that come to mind on
stantial people, seeking, not adthe spur of the moment:
* * *
venture, but homes. There were
SOME OF THE BOOKS MEN- women among them, and young
"ARROWS MITH (WHICH tioned by Mr. Butler I have never children, who were severed from
won the Nobel Prize for Lewis), read, but I know something associations which were dear t(?
part of the early doctor's ex- about most of them. It is many them, to whom the level prai:ie
perience was in North Dakota, years since I read "The Vir- was a vast empty space which
probably Amenia, Buf.falo, or ginian," but my recollection of they ho ed to people with a new
Casselton.
it is of unadulterated pleasure. life. Woven into their experience
"The Desert of Wheat, Zane My impression has been that the were stirring drama and intriguGrey's yarn of harvest and setting of "The Virginian" is in ing romance, none the less real
wheatfields; entirely North Da- Wyoming, but I have no doubt because of the pervadin.g atmoskota.
that for his material Owen Wis- phere of comparative qmet. Frag- 1
"Last of the Thundering 'Herd ter drew on his knowledge of ments of such material have been
(probably not a novel ••• but life in the great range country used, but there is an abundance
100% North Dakota).
without paying much attention of it which has scarcely beenf
"Even one of the episodes to territorial boundaries. I am touched.
.

*

* * *

FROM THE P R E S S OF presenting a distinctive thought,
Bruce Humphries, Inc., Boston, sharp as a finely-cut cameo. Sev·comes a little volun1e of poems eral of the poems have appeared
by Floren -::e Bowen Hult, wife of ir. standard magazines of nationDr. o:· ~-tied Hult, professor of wide circulation, while others
classical langu· have been published in periodicages at the Unials devoted · especially to verse.
versity of ~orth
As eculiarly fitting in this time
f Dakota. Friends
·
p
.
of Dr. Hult have
of soul-searching I quote the folbecome familiar
lowing:
~
with much of
* * *
his work in poSODOM'S APPLE.
etry and the draBy FLORENCE BOWEN HULT.
ma. M a n Y of
I heard
1 them know, too,
how God laughed softly
that Mrs. Hult
in his beard.has collaborated
with him in the
"Dark ball,
prepara t i o n of
clutching,
m u c h of his
let go your drowsy motes;
work, suggestDanes.
I call."
i n g, criticizing
and assisting. L:ss familiar to The coaxing fingers of the light
1:1ost of us here. IS her own pub- stirred the reluctant ooze;,
bshed work, wh1~h had appea:e4, for suller oil arise
!or 1n:any years 1n many period- small lumps of clay .
1cals In the form of verse, short that leap and glide and wing;
stories and essays.
rhythmic with light's desire
* *
glows petaled colored fire
THE PRESENT VOLUME IS to apprise±
a. collection of Mrs. Hult's poems, in time Wi1h the seas~nal ~un,
all of them brief, some consist- in waltz wfth the tossing airing of less than 20 words, each of joy at the core .o f things.

*

Thenwith s~uddering and with a
mighty cry,
Man!
Again I heard, or think I heard,
God's laughter;
how it rumbled through His
word.
"Last fruitage of this Eden earth,
star-scaling, curbless mind,
aware
of chemic birth,
the ferment of the playing dust
and light;
see pushing forth
midway in the garden among
the sun-warmed fruitswhere the first tree of know}.
edge stooda monster growth.
"And if, beguiled, you eat
the fatuous painted fruit
of Knowing-but-to-know,.
sheened with the child- race
dream of ultimates,
its drying stuff
shall turn to ashes and the dust
ot dust, . .
.
that poisons while 1t waits
upon the tongue;
Jill with the
Of such am I : .
the goalless mind shall die."
1

c~r,

MR. LANGER HAS PREsented to the public a platform
and program which seems to indicate about everything that anyone could want.
In one breath he
promises strict
oonomy a n d
lavish expendiure. Everyone
1s to be given
his heart's desire, no matter
what it costs,
and at the same
time the taxpay..
er is to be re..
· Ueved of the
burden of heavy
taxation which
Davies
fs now consumIng his substance. Mr. Langer
has proceeded on the theory that
when one is making promises
he may as well promise plenty.
It costs no more.

* * *.

gTEP BY STEP PROGRESS

has been made toward the realization of what was once merely
a dream-the diversion of surplus water from the Missouri
across the state so that uncertain an · fluctuating supply may
be replenished and stabilized. To
this progress Senator Frazier of
North Dakota has made no perceptible contribution. Mr. Frazier is understood to approve of
the diversion plan-in principle
-but it is not of record that he
had done anything in particular
about it.

*

*

*

were made for army personnel,
equipment or training, they
would be opposed by the senator
from North Dakota. Men being
human, it is not strange that
the desire of Senator Frazier for
water diversion, or anything
else, should be regarded with
something less than enthusi~sm
in army circles.

* * *

MAYOR LA GUARDIA OF
New York is mayor of a city
which contains about a million
in~a.bitants of Italian birth or
or1gm. That is about 15 per cent
o~ !he total. Though born in the
Umted States Mr. LaGuardia
himself is of Italian parentage.
In the former great war he
fought with Italian troops against
Germany. Italian traditions and
associations are dear to him, as
he knows they are to his fellow
New Yorkers of like origin. But
when Mussolini plunged his dagger into the back of France the
echoes of his tirade had sc~rcely died away before LaGuardia
was on the air with an address
to the general public and especially those of New York's Italian
section.

* * *

IN THAT ADDRESS THE
mayor spoke in terms that could
not be misunderstood. In scathing sentences he denounced the
action of Mussolini and the whole
totalitarian concept of which it
is a part. He urged Italian residents not to be swayed by racial
sympathies into approval of brutal and conscienceless aggression. He warned that there .must
be no demonstrations, and in assuring the consular representatives of all nations in his city
of complete protection, he added
the further warning that those
representatives m u st confine
tp.emselves strictly to their proper consular duties. It was a
downright, forthright speech.

WORK ON SUCH STREAMS
as th Missouri is under the
jurisdiction of the war department, and before the diversion
plan can be made effective it
must be worked into shape by
army engineers and have their
approval. Senator Frazier has
been thoroughly consistent in
opposing appropriations for army
purposes of whatever nature.
* * *
The army people have learned CIVILIZATION WILL APthat no matter what requests plaud the decision of the French

authorities not to defend the city
of Paris from within and to
make no use of the city as a
military headquarters. The opposite course would have subjected the city to a bombardment
in whlch, in addition to the loss
of life such as marks every stage
of the war, the world would have
lost forever treasures of art and
science and works of beauty
such as have made Paris the
cultural capital of the world.
With that decision made and announced officially, the bombardment of Paris would be an act
of pure vandalism, destruction
for ·destruction's sake, which
would malle still more tragic a
situation abounding in tragedy.

*

* * ·

?OLONEL LI ~DBE. R G H
thmks that effe<:tive aerial attack ?n the Umt:d States by
a. foreig~ powe~ ':111 _not be poss1ble durmg our hfetime. Colonel
Lindber~h's opinion on matters
pertaining to aviation is entitled
to respectful consideration. ColLind?ergh is thorou.ghly fam11Iar · with the tec_hmcal aspects of aviation. But his experience has not been in the
military use which may be made /
of air craft. That is something
quite different. His statement
that before an air force could
operate successfully against t~e
U~ited States from a S~uth Am- /
encan or Central American port
it must have there machine;
shops and all the equipment
necessary for maintenance and
ground operation will not be
questioned. But there was an
impressive demonstration in Norway of how quickly such facili- , ,
ties could be made available by l
the preliminary work of a "fifth
column.'' The fifth column is
diligently at work in Latin America. · It may or may not be used
for military attack ·on the Unit- ·
ed States, but the possibilities
are there, and to ignore them
would be mere recklessness.

o~a!

1

AROUND OUR CORNER WE exposure to the sun toughens I HAVE GATHERED MUSHhave been eating Cavalier coun- the.m and developes worm infes- rooms by the bushel on unbroken
· · so d. Often I h ave f oun d
ty mushrooms of late. First came tat10n ·
* *·
prairie
a donation from a neighbor who MUSHRO~MS GROW, NOT them growing on the prairie in
had received a consignment from from true seed, but from spawn rings perhaps 100 feet in diaa L a n g d o n which, in a proper medium and meter, and I wondered about
friend. Then an- under the right conditions de- that strange distribution. Those
other lot came velop threadlike filaments and rings were such as would be defrom Ed Franta presently start little buttons scribed by an Indian pony tethof the Langdon which in a short time become ered to a stake in the center. I
Republican. They mushrooms. Mush r o o m s are have suggested to some of my
are by all odds grown commercially in carefully scientific friends that this may
the thickest, fat- prepared beds and are maintain- account for the appearance of
test mushrooms ed at a temperature of 55 to 60 mushrooms on such a narrow
I ever saw, and degrees. Natural or artificial circular path, ·but my scientific \
the manner of caves or ce1lars are used for this friends knew no more about it 1
their rrowth is purpose,
as the mushroom than I did.
one of the curi- thrives without light. In the cliffs
* * *
osities of a very along the Mississippi at St. Paul I HAVE GATHERED MUSHcurious · fungus are several large caves which rooms ever since I was a boy, but
growth.
are used for this purpose.
meddle with only one kind.
Those
mushknow
that there are many varieDa'11es.
rooms grow on WHILE MUSHROOM CUL- ties of edible mushrooms, morels,
the bottom of an old lake bed a ture as an industry demands dili- shaggy manes and what not, but
few miles from Wales in Cava- gence, ca;re and just the right I feel perfectly sure of only one
lier county. Like many others, conditions, volunteer mushrooms kind, and those are the ones that
that lake went dry, and the level grow under a great variety of grow on the bottom of the old
bottom was plowed up to make conditions, some of which seem Cavalier county lake. Why mila wheat field of it. Last year, impossible. Often they are found lions of them grow there is a
for no reason that anyone has around old barnyards or in odd mystery.
been able to explain, the field corners where fresh stable ma* * *
was covered with mushrooms. nure has been partly covered CAMPUS DRIVEWAYS ON
Local people gathered all that with earth. But they will also the University campus were sur-f
they could use, and told others grow in raw soil where there faced with something that looks
about the find. People came and seems to be not the slightest ex- like tar or asphalt, but it hasn't
filled baskets and sacks, then cuse for their presence. Some stood up worth a cent. In ho
others came with trucks and years ago a drainage ditch was weather it is soft and tacky, an
loaded them. Several truck loads run along the north and south it is peppered with holes that#arel
were brought to Grand Forks road a mile or two west of hard on automobile tires and that!
and were sold by local stores, al- Schurmeier.. The clay from the tend to loosen the back teeth o
though I didn't happen to see bottom of the ditch was heaped car ocupants. However there are
them. This spring they appear to up on the road, making a higher other places where surfacing has
be as plentiful as ever, and I am grade. For a season or two not worked out just right. The
told that one can go out to the thousands of mushrooms grew coating given the new plane land
old lake and gather a bushel of right out of that clay, many of ing field in New York City is too
mushrooms in a few minutes. them right in the wheel tracks soft. It must be removed and re]for best results they should be which were hard as bricks. Ul- placed with a firmer one at a
gathered in the early morning as timately the supply died out. cost of $100,000.

* * *
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LAST WEEK AT WARREN influential member of the dis- spond, quietly and often unconthere was held the annual con- trict organization and was for sciously, to forces set in motion
t·
f th ·N· th M. nesota many years one of its officers. long ago by devoted and selfven 10n
e m
m
Mrs. Chapin moved from the vil- sacrificing women.
district convention of the W. C. lage, but continued her member* *
T. U. One of the
ship. Members drifted away, and SENATOR FRAZIER HAS
prominent fig at one meeting only Mrs. Mur- reached the conclusion that, aftures at that con· ney artd Mrs. Teal were present. er all, the nation needs some de.vention was Mrs.
They redoubled their efforts and fenses, and that its defenses
Lucy Chapin, for
.increased the membership to six, ought to be expanded. He is
many years a
but again it shrank, and after making progress. Not long since
resident of Euthe death of Mrs. Teal Mrs. Mur- he was unable to see the need
clid, for 53 years
ney was the only resident mem- for any defenses at all. Because
a member of the
her. Regretfully Mrs. Chapin an- he was afraid that some of the
Euclid W. C. T.
nounced the disbanding of the money appropriated for defensive
U. and for thirorganization.
purposes was being wasted he
teen years pres*. * *
oppose d any appropriations
ident of the disAS A FAREWELL GESTURE whatever. Defenses having been l
t r i ct c;>rganizato the union which had lasted so neglected in part, a sudden spurt
t i o n. A t t h e
long, Mrs. Murney recently call- becomes necessary, and that
Warren gathered Mrs. Chapin, now past 82 spurt is bound to involve far
ing it b e cam e
DaV1ea.
years of age, from her home in greater cost than if the work had
the duty of Mrs.
Crookston and invited fifteen old been conducted steadily and conChapin to announce that the Eu- friends and former members to sistently through the years. Howclid society, with which she had meet on the school grounds, ever, Mr. Frazier is to be conbeen identified for so m~ny where, with appropriate ceremo- gratulated on the progress that
years, had ceased to fun~t10n. ny, she planted a tree, dedicating he is making, even though it is
1
. Back of that announcement is the it to Mrs. Chapin in memory of slight and belated.
hi_story of the devotion of three her long and faithful service.
* * *
)1
pioneer women to the cause of
*
IT IS TO BE HOPED THAT
social wellbeing.
THE · EUCLID COMMUNITY some arrangement will be made \
* *
is small, but it has had some which will make unnecessary the ,
FIFTY-THREE YEARS AGO outstanding members. They have u~e of passports and other for- (
1
j Mrs. Chapin, Mrs. Esther Murney not made a great deal of noise malities by residents of border ,
' and Mrs. Rachel Teal were lead- in the world, but their influence territory traveling back and
ers in the organization of the has been upward and forward, forth between the United States \
' Euclid W. C. T. U. Euclid's popu- and it has permeated the local and Canada. It goes without say, lation never exceeded 100, and life and helped to give it form ing that whatever steps may be
the membership in the organiza- and direction. The community necessary must be taken to pretion was necessarily small. There is fairly typical, for in almost vent undesirables from either f
· were changes due to death, re- every village and hamlet of the country entering the other, but ~
moval and other causes, but northwest there have been at it seems that some arrangement
through all the changes the or- least a few whose quiet influ- is possible which will permit
ganization was maintained and ence for good has left its mark. bona fide residents against whom
continued active in the work of The tree planted in recognition there is no cause for suspicion to
promoting temperance education. of the work of Mrs. Chapin of make their usual trips back and
Mrs. Murney and Mrs. Teal con- Euclid l y be considered sym- forth without the inconvenience
fined their activities to the local bolic of at growth which com-· of passports and visas and the
field. Mrs. Chapin became an munities experience as they re- attendant cost.

°

*

* *
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"WELL, IT LOOKS AS
though Hitler wouldn't last
long," said the man on the street
to the inquiring reporter.
"What do you mean?" asked
the reporter. "I
thought Hit I er
was having
everything hi s
own way."
"It does look
that way," said
the man on the
street. "But
haven't you
heard what the
Minneapolis fortune teller told
the Grand Forks
teacher?"
"No, I hadn't
heard," said the
Davtea.
reporter., "and I
don't believe in fortune telling
anyway."
.
"I don't take much stock in
~t myself," said the other, "but
this is so unusual that it looks
as if there might be something
in it. The story as I got it is
like this."

* *

"THE S E

*

T W O G R A ND

F~rks tea_chers drove down to
~mneapolls a few days ago, and
Just for a l~rk they went to .a
fortune-tellers to have their
paJms read and all that sort. of
thmg. They _got the usual lme
of hooey until one of the~: the
owner ~f t?e car, asked ~ow
long
It be before Hitler
crashes·
"Hitler will crash and go all
to pieces," replied the ;fortuneteller, · "just twenty d~s after
you find a dead man sitting on
the rear seat of yo car."

w;~!

"THAT STRANGE REPLY
gave the girls a creepy sort of
feeling, but they soon forgot
about it and started for home.
On the way they overtook a
hitch-hiker, and, as he looked
respectable and harmless, they
picked him up. After driving
some distance they stopped at a
filling station, and, looking at
their passenger on the rear seat
they found that he had passed
out. Yes sir, dead as a doornail. Now what do you know
about that? Doesn't it look bad
for Hitler?"

* *

*

THERE WAS SOMETHING!
At last the reporter had the
name of t~e teacher who had had
such a remarkable experience.
Miss X was called and the case
was stated ·to her. She laughed.
Yes, she had driven to Minne- I
apolis and back, but she hadn't
consulted any fortune-teller, and
she hadn't given a ride to a dead
man. Somewhere on the way she
had heard such a story in which I
a Fargo teacher was said to have
inquired about Hitler and later
driven with a dead man on the
back seat of her car. As an iilustration of the manner in
which wild yarns will be constructed out of nothing she had
mentioned this story in a local
beauty parlor, and someone heari:ng it had supposed that she was
telling of her own experience.

''I DON'T BELIEVE A WORD
of it," said the reporter. "Who
were the Grand Forks teachers,
and where did you get that yarn,
anyway?" His friend said "I
don't know that I heard their
names, and I don't know many
*
teachers, anyway, but Jim Blank SO THE STORY JUST EVAPtold me about it, and he got it orated and the reporter was left
straig~t.,, He can tell you all without a thing to ban~ 01:1 Hitabout It.
ler. There are many mc1dents
* * * ,
of similar natur~. Few of them
SKEPTICALLY, BUT WON- are traced as this one happened
dering what might have hap- to be. If it were worth while,
pened to serve as the basis for and were possible, it might be
the story, the reporter hunted interesting to trace this story
up Jim Blank and inquired. still further and learn of its orBlank had no original knowledge igin. In most cases there is no
of the facts, but the story had partict;tlar origin. Seldom is such
been told him by Charlie Dash, a story the result of pure and
who knew who the girls were. deliberate invention. Something
Charlie was found. He had re- happens which is a little bit unpeated the story as it came to usual. Someone tells a friend
him from his sister, and that's about it, and the friend passesl
all he knew. The sister was the story on with slight and
called. She knew the whole sto- quite innocent embellishments
ry. She had heard it in a beauty for dramatic purposes. So the
parlor which was patronized by story travels, and grows, and if
Miss X, the owner of the car in it travels far enough it assumes
which the dead man sat, and a sensational form in which it
Miss X had told of the incident would not be recognized by the
herself.
original narrator.

* *

A WELCOME CALLER THE eight hours each. He finds acother day was Jimmy Malone, cess to such establishments barred to all but employes and
who was a mem b er of th. e H e- th ose w h o h ave off..1c1a
.. 1 b usmess
.
rald force years ago, and who there. Just what is being done
looks just about as he did then behin~ the screen the general
-except that he
public does not know, but the
had filled out
army or navy people do know.
and m a t u r e d.
Down in Florida a big airport is
But he is the
being built as rapidly as men and
same old Jim.
machines can build it, and trucks
Jim is here for
and trains roll in with tons of
the fair, at
material for the construction
which he will
work. Down in Florida, too, they
stage the auto
are building ships as fast as they
races, of which
can be put together, not fighting
he is in charge.
ships, but freighters, which are
That has been
to carry goods to and from this
his job for sevcountry under conditions of
=ral years, and
peace or war, as may be der1e has made remanded.
peated visits to
G :r
d Forks
JIM SAYS THAT CONDIwith 1is cast of
DaV1es.
tions in Florida have become
daredevil riders. In that occupa- fairly well stabilized since the
tion he tours the entire country days of the big boom and its
each summer. During the winter· subsequent collapse. The fantashe operates from his Tampa tic speculative prices of real esheadquarters,
promoting
the tate which prevailed in boom
Florida state fair, which is one days have not been restored, and
of the biggest things in the coun- many of the paper developments
try.
of those days still exist only on
!
*
paper. But there has been real
AS HE MOVES ABOUT JIM and permanent growth where
has an opportunity to see a good conditions warranted it.
deal of what the people of the
ONE OF THE MOST PECUUnited States are doing, and it's liar episodes of Florida's growth
quite a lot. Just now he finds has been the development of DaI evidences of activity in every"'. vis island in Tampa bay. That
thing pertaining to national de- project was started during the
fense. Those of us who merely boom, when there was no island
stay at home and read the pa- there. There were blueprints
pers know of large appropria- showing streets and avenues, but
tions made by congress for de- the only evidence of reality at the
fense purposes, of arrangements site was a lot of little flags atunder way to co-ordinate the pro- tached to buoys afloat on the
ductive capacity of the country water. Those markers, with apto the end that the entire ma- propriate labels, indicated the
chine may work smoothly and streets and avenues and squares,
1effectively. We know that it will and the prospective purchaser of
l take time to get all these opera- a lot was shown his property by
tions under way and we learn being rowed in a boat to the
that production in this line is ex- proper marker, and then he
pected to begin in about six could use his imagination. Now
months, and that mass produc- Davis island is a reality. It has
tion in that line is likely to be in been built up well above the surfull blast in a year or so.
face of the bay and the streets
*
and avenues have taken form
JIM HAS AN OPPORTUNITY according to plan, and there are
to see something of what is act- homes, business places, trees
ually being done. He finds fac- and flower gardens where a few
tories in one city operating 24 years ago there was an unbroken
hours a day in three shifts of sheet of water.

* * *
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I NOTICE THAT PAUL SAT- '
ko, the man with the home-made
"
,,
.
ark , has reached Ketchikan '
Alaska, with his wife and seven
children, after what must have
been a thrilling voyage from Tacoma. It looked like a foolhardy
undertaking, but I'm glad .he
made it. In a case of that kind
one's ~ympathy is apt to get the
better of his judgment. Satko is
not a sailor or navigator, but a
welder. Out of a job at his home
in Richmond, Virginia, he built
himself a boat 40 feet long with
which to transport his family to
Alaska where he hoped .to make
a .fresh start. Instead of sailing
his craft around the Horn or
through the canal he took the
simple method of hauling it
across the continent mounted on
a trailer. Arriving at Tacoma he ·
ran into difficulties. The authorities looked over the family and
the boat, learned of the projected
voyage, and said it wouldn't do.
That inside passage is a treacherous stretch of water, full of
swift cross-currents and menacing. rocks. To navigate it successfully required skill and experience such as Satko did not have,
and his little boat was pronounced unseaworthy for such a voyage. The officials refused to permit the family to embark on
such a hazardous journey. As
one of them said, if disaster overtook the family, with all those
children, the authorities would
have received, and merited severe
criticism.

* * *

THE AUTHOR IT IE S HAD
all the argument on their side. 1
The plan was wild, fantastic and ·
almost certainly fatal. The Satkos didn't think so. One night
they slipped out of the harbor
and before the officials could
head them off they were on their
way. After several weeks, during i
which nothing has been heard
from them, they have arrived,
and I'm glad of it. I agree com- ,
pletely with the officials, but my
sympathies are altogether with
the Satkos. May they prosper,
and, with their courage, resourcefulness and determination, I
don't doubt that they will.

CONSIDERABLE
AT TEN· Its euphonious name is appro- there should be Luther towntion has been given of late to priately suggestive of some beau- ships in a territory where there
the origins of place names here tiful Indian maiden, but the were never any Lutherans. One
and in Canada. Often it is im- word had a less poetic origin. of the townships, it appears, was
possible to trace those names The Lake of the Woods was part originally called Melancthon,
with any degree
of an ancient Indian highway. subsequently changed. An exof certainty.
Where its waters are disch~rged planation of the naming has
Sometimes the
through the northbound river been given by a man who assistreason for givthere were rocks and rapids, re- ed in the survey, which was made
ing a place a
quiring a portage. The whites in 1821. He says that the survey·
particular name
gave that portage the prosaic or first ran his lines around
has merely been
name "Rat Portage," and for those -latter townships, &.nd n
forgotten an d
years a village built there car· his plat he marked the enclosed
no one is left to
ried the same name. Close by space "All swamp." The plats
give any inforwere the villages of Norman, and were sent back and he was or- /
mation concernKeewatin, which to the Indians dered to survey the land into
ing it. Some
meant "home of the northwest farm lots. He did so, and because/
names are clearwind." The three villages were it was the meanest lot of land
ly Indian in oricombined into a single municipal- that he had ever surveyed, he,/
gin, but the titity, which was given the name being a pronounced Catholic,
les have been
"Kenora," the nq.me being com- with positive opinions, gave th
distorted
until
posed of the first two letters of two townships the names of the
t h e i r original
Danea. ·
the three titles, KEewatin, NOr- two men whom he considered
meaning is obscure. The most man and RAt Portage.
the meanest on record, Luther
complete work on the subject There is still a village of -Kee- and Melancthon. Anyway, that is
that I have seen is a book of 300 watin, about three miles from the story as told long ago by a
pages entitled "Origin and Mean- Kenora.
man who worked on the job.
ing of Place Names in Canada,''
* *
* * *
by G. H: Armstrong, of Toron· THAT IS THE EXPLANA- KITCHENER IS A THRIVto, who, m m~re than ~alf a c_en- tion of the name as found by ~r. ing manufacturing city in Watury ?f teac~mg and mspectmg Armstrong. There may be a dif- terloo county, Ontario. The first
Ontario pu~llc schools, devoted ferent explanation. The onl:y settler is said to have been Jo~uc~ spare time ~s he had to delv- Ia~ge. boat that n~vigates Lake seph Schneider, who moved
mg mto. the history of pla~e Wmmpeg,
travelmg between there from Pennsylvania in 1807.
names m. Canada. The result 1s Winnipeg and Norway House, is The first name of the place was
a collection of several .tho~- called the Keenora, with two Sand Hills, followed
Mount
sand names, .to each of which 1s e's. I inquired about that a few Pleasant. In 1830 a gr oup of setatta:hed a bit .of local or gener- years ago and got no definite tlers arrived from Germany, and
?,1 histo;Y· It 1s a. valuable a~d information, but the impression the village was named Berlin. It
mterestn?g . collection, and its was that the name is of Indian bore that name until 1914, when
preparation re~resents a vast derivation.
German names became unpopu- '
amount of readmg and research.
* * *
lar, and the descendants of the
*
*
THERE IS A LUTHER TOWN- early German settlers had the
MANY RESIDENTS OF THIS ship in Wellington county, On- name of their county seat changlocality have visited Kenora, the tario, and another in the adjoin- ed to Kitchener, in honor of the
pretty little town on the north ing county of Dufferin. Some.. great British general and war
shore of th Lake of the Woods. one may have wondered why secretary.
1

*

*

0

ISOLATIONISTS GENERAL- ganization of our industrial ing the president's tender of the
ly are conceding now that some- forces that the country could navy secretaryship.
thing must be done about our go into production on a war
*
national defenses. Even Sena- basis on short notice. We could, FOR THE TIME BEING AT
tor Frazier, who
and would have rested comfor- least the official connection of
o n c e proposed
tably in the assurance that we these two men with the Repubthe scuttling of
had nothing to fear from Al- lican party is severed. But unour navy and
lied victory. We should have less all that is known of Stimt h e disbanding
had no anxiety over enforce:. son and Knox is misleading, and
of our army,
ment of the Monroe doctrine, they are to exhibit characterish as discovered
and nowhere in the world would tics which they have not shown
that our dethere have been any doubt that in the past, they will be hencefenses demand
the nations, big and little, would forth in all essentials as consissome attention.
be able to shape their own af- tent Republicans as they have
W h a t h a s
fairs in their own way, free been in the past. Their attitude
brought
about
from interference by powerful toward problems which have
this change of
neighbors.
been before the country for
attitude? We
*
years will not be changed. They
have been told
Davies
PROSPECT OF ALLIED VIC- will devote their great energies,
repeatedly that this wc(r is a tory would have left us and the not to the strengthening of a
war · of rival imperialisms, that world generally with a sense of president's , political machine,
the United States is in no way complete security. Prospect of but to the organization of their
concerned with the result, that German victory has brought us departments in the manner
it make no difference to us face to face with a situation in which will best serve the vital
which crowd wins, that we need. which even the most pronounc . needs of the nation.
only go along quietly attending ed pacifists admit that there is
* * *
to our. own business and all danger ahead, and in which no APPEARANCE OF EVEN
will be well with us.
one now questions the impor- the remote possibility of war on
* * *
tance of giving attention to our the eve of a presidential elecTHE ONE THING THAT defenses. Notwithstanding nu. tion create perplexing political
has aroused interest in defense merous and vociferous state- problems. To· deal
with those ,/'
'
even among the most pronounc. ments to the contrary, it seems problems from the standpoint of
ed isolationists is the fact that to make a difference, after all, public interest rather than from
Germany . ·. thus far ha been which side wins in this war.
that of partisan advantage is
winning, and that there exists
* * *
the mark of statesmanship. The
the possibility, which ·Some be- COLONEL STIMSON AND Republican national convention
lieve a certainty that before Colonel Knox have been formal .. which meets in Philadelphia
Jong German victory will be ly read out of the Republican this week faces that test. One
complete, with both France and party for accepting cabinet posi- element in the party seems inGreat Britain prostrate before tions in this Democratic ad- clined to make a major issue of
her. If the tide had set in the ministrations.
Clearly, under foreign policy and to adopt the
other direction and there had our system of government, in attitude of narrow isolationism
been good prospect of an early, their new positions they cannot in complete disregard of the de. or even an ultimate Allied vie- be considered as representatives monstrated fact that isolation · is l
tory, there would have been no of the Republican party. Colonel impossible.
If that attitude
talk on this side of the ocean Knox recognized that fact when should prevail at the convenof immediate and drastic in- he resigned his position as a de- tion, in my humble opinion the
creases of our armed f rces, no legate to the Republican na.. Republican party is in. for anthought of speeding up the or- tional convention upon accept- other trimming in November.

*

* *

*

WEATHER IS VARIABLE tive to frost of our ga den couldn't rai.n. Time after time
and unaccountaJ:>le, which is one plants, and o e seldom rec vers there were showers all around
1thing that makes it interesting. after being just touched by the Crosby, but day after day Crosicy fingers of Jack Frost. Pota- by appeared in the table with
We had frost the other morn- to plants on many fields were precipitation represented by zero.
ing, when we were within a few frosted, but the damage to them It was with some gratification,
·
·
hours of mid- is not likely to be .great. Except therefore, that one day a few
s u m m e r, and after a severe freeze potato weeks ago I noticed that Crosby
when, according plants that have been frosted was the only station in North Dato the calendar, I will send up fresh growth and kota that reported rain. Crosby
we should have show no signs of injury later. was coming into its own at last.
been basking in Some growers believe that a light
* * *
genial warmth, frost may be beneficial to potaWHILE R A 1 N F A L L HAS
if not gasping in toes, as the bottom growth is
stifling heat. The stimulated while the top growth been scant here, elsewhere there
calendar doesn't I is held back. I haven't heard has been plenty of it, in some
tell the whole Ifrom the beet fields, but I should cases more than as wanted. A
story, not by expect considerable damage there letter from a southern Ontario
I d
friend received a few days ago
severa
egrees as young beets are tender plants. sai·d that at that time, about June
Farenheit. 0 n e
year, I don't reN o R T H D A K O T A AP- 15, it has been impossible to get
member the proached midsummer rather bad- garden work done because of exDavtes.
date, but it ly in need ·o f rain. There had cessive rain, and that some
wasn't very long ago, we had been sufficient rain to give vege- farmers had not yet finished
frost in every month of the year, tation a good start, but two or their seeding. In that section
but I don't recall that it did much three hot days, with absence of practically all of the wheat
damage.
surface moisture, browned both grown is winter wheat which, of
* * *
pastures and grain fields. The course, would be well along by
THIS RECENT FROST WAS western part of the state, where this time, but the delay in seedspotted, as most summer frosts average precipitation is much ing would affect coarse grains
are. Some places escaped alto.. less than in the east, led off last and cultivated crops. Across the
gether, while others near by re- with good showers ahead of the lake Ohio has also had a proport the forming of quite thick Red river valley. Watford City, longed rainy spell, which has imice. That, however, may be mis- the center of a section which was peded farm operations.
leading as an indication of the stricken with drouth year after
* * *
severity of the cold, for the evap- year, reported 1.40 inches of rain
RAINY WEATHER HAS ALoration of water in shallow con- in one period of 24 hours, the so affected attendance at the
tainers such as bird baths and greatest reported in the state.
New York fair, but it has removchicken fountains may lower the
* * *
ed from the city the menace of
temperature several degrees beTHREE OR FOUR YEARS water shortage which last fall
low what it is a few feet away. ago I was interested in watch- and winter was quite serious.
* * *
ing the weather reports froni va- Reservoirs which a short time
ACCORDING TO THE RE- rious stations in North Dakota. ago were away below the danger
ports that I have heard tomato For most of the state the worst level are now full to overflowing.
plants were the greatest suffer- of the drouth was over. Districts Water shortage in a city of seven
ers from the r~cent frost. Many in which there had been no crop million is a serious thing. It is
thousands of plants were destroy- for years were getting rains- serious enough in a small city,
ed in a single night. The toma- all but Crosby, up in Divide coun- as Grand Forks has reason to
to plant is about the most sensi- ty. There it seemed as if it know.

I

I
1

* * *
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A CIRCULAR LETTER ISsued by a large business concern having branches in many
countries calls attention to a
ruling by the British ministry
placing the company on the enemy black list.
T h e published
announc e m e n t
of the ruling
leaves the impression that all
the
company's
p r o d u c t s, no
m a t t e r where
manufactured or
offered for sale,
are th us blacklisted because of
some association
of the company
Davies
with the German government or it~ · agents.
We have here an illustration of
the manner in which a war maYc
involve business interests not
even remotely related to the war
or its ca uses.

*

*

*

THE CORPORATION AF·
fected by this ruling is a great
corporation which has large units
in several European continental
countries, in Great Britain, in
the United States and in South
America. Plants situated in European countries occupied by
Germany have, with other industries in those countries, passed
into German control, and the
central company can no longer
direct their operations. It is
against such p~ants that the
British order is issued. The order
specifically excepts from its restrictions the plants in Great
Britain and the United States,

but the popular inference is necessarily that the entire concern
is placed on the black list because
of some uspected affiliation with
German militarism.

*

*

*
· GERMANY INVADED
AND
annexed Czechoslovakia on the
pretext of rescuing the inhabitants of the Sudeten district from
Czech oppression..
was asserted that the Sudeten Czechs were
rea ly being held under Czech
rule against their will, and that
they wished to join the reich.
Just north of us a different idea
may be obtained from Czechs
who migrated to the western
world rather than pass under the
domination of Hitler.
*

*

*

IN NORTHERN SASKATCHEwan there is a colony of 600 men,
women and children, former residents · of the Sudeten district,
who, rather than accept German
rule, left their belongings in the
home of their forefathers and
came to the western hemisphere
to make a fresh start. Assisted
by the Canadian government
they moved into northern Saskatchewan upon the seizure of
their country by Hitler's armed
forces. There they settled on
farms which had been selected
for them, and there they are preparing to harvest their first crop.

*

*

CANADA HAS*A VAST AREA,
and relatively few people. Its
government has encouraged immigration, but has made the process strictly selective. It has
steadily opposed . promiscuous
and mass immigration on the
ground that this would tend to
increase congestion in already
~ongested districts and that it
would increase the· supply of idle

labor in industries already overcrowded. But it has encouraged
and assisted the entrance of
needed workers in specific occupations and of settlers on unoccupied lands.

*

* *

*

*

*

*

*

*

EACH OF THE 147 SUDETEN
families moved into Saskatchewan was granted a loan of $1500
to enable it to reach its new
home, and was supplied land, two
horses, one or two cows, depending on the size of the family,
several pigs and chickens. Fiftytwo houses were built and several others reconditioned.
THE SE SETTLERS ARE
bound by contract to remain at
least two years on the farms allotted them, but since most of
them were farmers in Czechoslovakia, they are expected to
adapt themselves readily to the
life. Others are artisans, and
among them is one former grandopera singer. He is not expected
to remain on the land after his
contract expires, although family
connections of his are ·expected to
retain the property and work it.
He is reported already to have
advance contracts to sing in Canada and the United States when
he is free to do so.
MANY OF THE COLONISTS
were members of the republican
militia of Czechoslovakia and
have sought to enlist in the Canadian army, but as they are not i
yet naturalized citizens, this is
not permitted. It is an interesting commentary that these people who had dwelt for centuries
in Czechoslovakia should prefer
to migrate to a distant and cold
country rather than live under a
Nazi regime.
·

INS E CT PESTS TH A T
trouble the gardener may be divided roughly into two classes,
eating and sucking insects. To
the first class belong a wide variety of bugs,
grubs and worms
which chew
stalks or foliage
and which are
cont r o 11 e d by
dusting or spraying plants with
poisons which,
being
eaten,
cause death. In
the second class
are the aphids or
plant lice, usually green; which
do not chew, but
pierce
the tendDaV1es.
er covering of
young growth and suck the
juices, thus impoverishing the
plant. Poisons have no effect on
these insects. They are controlled
by the application of a contact
material which kills them.

*

* *

powder. The nicotine sulfate
preparations must be handled
with care, as if the solutions are
made too strong they will burn
foliage as well as kill insects. All
such preparations are prepared
by reliable man·ufacturers and
sold by dealers, and it is important that the instructions accompanying them be followed carefully.

*

*

*

SOME CHEWING INSECTS
are not controlled readily by the
poisoning of foliage. One of these
is the cutworm, whose depredations are often confined to biting
through the stalks of tender
plants near the ground. For cutworms many gardeners scatter
poisoned bait such as that which
is prepared for grasshoppers,
and where the work is effective
the worms are attracted by the
bait, eat it and die. This is true
· of grasshopper treatment. It is
scarcely feasible to spray large
areas with poisons and do the
work so thoroughly that all the
food for young hoppers will be
reached. Years of experimentation have demonstrated that the
best treatment for hoppers is
the spreading of poisoned bait
which the insects will eat in
preference to green food. Grasshoppers can be controlled in that
way, but the work must be
thoroughly and systematically
done, and often it must be repeated so as to catch new crops
of insects that are hatched.

FOR THE EATING INSECTS
arsenical poisons are most com.
monly used. Paris green was the
first of these to come into general use, and for years it was
the only poison generally used
for the control of potato bugs.
Then came London purple, and
more recently arsenate of lead,
both containing arsenic. Arsenate
of lead is now more widely used
than the others, as, among other
things, it sticks longer to the fol*
iage and is likely to be blown or
ROSE GROWERS FIND THE
washed off.
·
rose beetle one of their worst
*
pests. This beetle does not chew
FOR THE APHIDS THERE foliage, therefore arsenical poiare used various preparations of sons have no effect on it. It has
nicotine sulfate and of pyrethrum a hard spell and is immune to

* *

. * ·

*,

ordinary contact poisons. It pierces the rose buds and lays its
eggs in them, and the blossoms,
if they develop at all, are deformed. The only known treatment
that is really effective is that of
picking or shaking the beetles off
and killing them. Where there
are just a few bushes this can ·
be done by hand. Another practice is to spread a sheet on the
ground under the bush and shake
the insects off. Usually they will
"play dead," and they can be
gathered up and destroyed. The
best preventive measure is to
pick off and destroy all defective
buds and all the rose haws after
the blossom is gone and destroy
them, and to keep the soil under
the bushes thoroughly stirred
through the season and late in
the fall. This will prevent the
hatching of the insects in the soil
and the appearance of a new crop
of beetles next spring.

·* * *

THEN THERE ARE THE FUNgus diseases, wilts, rots and so
forth, for some of which treatment with lime-sulfur sprays are
effective. There are certain forms
of root rot for which there is no
known remedy. In such cases
there is nothing to do but dig up
the diseased plant and destroy it
and avoid using the same soil '
for the same kind of plant for
several years. One famous grower of delphiniums, who has developed many fine varieties, says
that he knows of no method of
controlling root disease in those
plants. He expects his plants to
last only two or three years, and .
when they show signs of disease
he digs them up and destroys
them, using new ground for his
next lot of delphiniums.
1
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ONE OF THE MORE OR LESS
interesting sights at the average
polling place during the recent
primary election was that of the
voter with an
enormous sheet
of paper spread
before him valiantly trying to
i n t e r p r e t the
t h o u s a n d s of
words in small
type in which
were stated the
terms of the ten
m e a s u r e s on
w h i c h voters
were expected to
express themselves. It is safe
to say that not
Davies
more than one
person in a dozen had read any
of these measures before election day, and that scarcely any
person read them all. Yet the
voters were expected to decide,
yes or no, whether or not those
measures should be enacted into
law.

ent to the ~olls without more
than the ha~est notion of the
eaning and\ effect of any of
t 1ose measures. For the voter to
read those measures at the polling place was a physical impossibility, and the mere reading
of the text would have · served
little purpose unless the voter
were reasonably familiar with
the political structure of the
state and with the impact of each
of those measures on public interests and activities which were
not and could not even be mentioned in the text of the measures themselves.

*

*

*

THERE COULD BE NO INtelligent voting on such subjects
without close advance study of
the measures, yet under our systern of direct legislation ever)
. voter is expected to pass on sucil
proposals whenever a few thousand persons petition for their
submission. And, if every voter
were to spend the time necessary for a conscientious study
of each measure submitted, the
* * *
decision would still be largely
THE MEASURES SUBMIT· in the hands of voters who in
ted covered a wide range of pub- the very nature of things cannot
lie policy affecting the welfare understand them. Our voting
of the state and the conduct of population is probably as intelliits affairs. They dealt with such gent as any in the country, but a
matters as the organization and large proportion of our people
conduct of highly important lack the training and experience
branches of state government, which is essential for the inthe distribution of millions of · telligent framing and enactment
dollars raised in taxes and terms of laws. Their knowledge of how
of office of important state offi. the machinery of the state opercials. If enacted they would af- ates is limited by their educafect the building and mainten· tion and the <.;Onditions which
ance of our roads, the operation surround their daily lives. Usuof schools, the relief of indigents ally they are worthy citizens, but
and the financing of every coun- seldom are they competent lawty in the state. Because of their makers.
specific provisions with refer.
* VOTER
ence to the distribution of tax
NOT ONLY IS THE
money they would have made confronted at tne polls with meanecessary readjustments in the sures which he does not underentire tax structure of the state. stand, but at the primary election he is expected to vote for
* VOTERS th~
THOUSANDS OF
nomination of candidates for

I
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* *

* *

offices concerning whose duties
he is completely ignorant, and he
is expected to choose for such
positions persons from a bewildering list of aspirants, most of
whom are perfect strangers to
him even by name.

*

* *

*

*

DURING HIS TERM OF OFfice as president, Woodrow Wilson returned to his Princeton
home to vote. He was given the
usual blanket ballot, studied it
and did the best he could with it,
but afterward he remarked that \
he found it impossible to vote
that ballot intelligently. Wood- \
row Wilson was a scholar and
a life-long student of public affairs. Probably he· was as familiar with the theory and practice
of government as any man in the
country. Yet, like the rest of us,
he was confused and bewildered
by the size and complexity of 1
the current election ballot.

-

* .

OUR NATIONAL AFFAIRS
are organized on a much simpler
basis than those of our states
and municipalities. The federal
government is as truly a people's
government as is the government
of a city or a township. But we
do not undertake to enact federal laws by direct actfon, nor
do we undertake to fill all the
federal offices by popular vote.
Next November the North Da- 1
kota voter will vote for president
and vice president of the United
States by the archaic method of
voting for electors instructed for
that purpose. He will vote for
one person for United States
senator and two for represen- ~-'
tatives. And that is all. The conduct of our federal government
leaves much to be desired, but
on the whole the federal government seems to operate as efficiently and as greatly in the public interest as do our state and
municipal governments, which
we try to conduct in detail for
ourselves.

NINETY YEARS IS A GREAT
EVERY LITTLE WHILE THE utterances of centuries ago to the
age,
and while there are many in
mail brings material from some events of his own time. Each has
the aggregate who reach it, their
person-there are many of them insisted that in his own time, the proportion to the total is small.
-who unravels prophecy and battle of Armageddon was to be Today Dr. James Grassick of
what is in store for the future. fought, the beast was to be chain- Grand Forks attains that age.
The 1 ates t of
ed and Christ was to reappear in Necessarily the years have dimthese is just reperson. A little over a century inished his physical vigor, but
ceived. -The inago Napoleon was the beast who two score years after reaching
what has been described as the
terpreter is a little vague as to
was leading his forces in the Ar- ordinary and normal limit of life
e x a c t 1 y what
mageddon which was then being he is mentally and spiritually
I will happen tofought. A quarter of a century alert and as receptive to new
morrow or next
ago the kaiser was the beast and thonqht as in middle life.
day, b u t he
the World war the Armaged'.BORN IN SCOTLAND, LIVleaves no doubt
don. Now Hitler is the beast and
as to his ability
Armageddon, the real and final ing his youth in Canada, Dr.
Grassick spent many of his mato read the enone, is now on.
ture
years as a horse-and-buggy
tire future in the
light of Biblical
I HAVEN'T KEPT TRACK OF doctor on the North Dakota prai·
prophecy. I ·
these things, but I have no doubt rie. With his office in Buxton,
gather that his
that all through the middle ages Traill county, his clientele was
interpretation is
there were such interpreters who distributed over a wide area
more specific in
Davtea.
applied the symbolism of ancient where many of his patients
the several books which he pub- writings to the events of their could be reached only by long
lishes and the prices of which are own day and saw in those events drives over trails which cften
given in his circular. Apparently the literal fulfillment of predic- were next to impassable and in
one need only buy the entire col- tions made by men long dead and weather which tested the endurlection, costing only a few dol- buried. It is quite certain that in ance of both man and beast.
lars, to be able to face what is the early Christian church the Through the service of those
left of the future with complete belief was strong that the end of years he was not only the pro·
certainty instead of muddling the world was just at hand, and f essional counsellor but the sym·
along as most of us have to do. that those then living would par- pathetic friend to an untold num.
* *
ticipate in person in the great ber of human beings whose days
THESE PROPHETIC INTER- events leading up to it. But the were darkened by distress. Into
pretations follow pretty much the earth has continued to spin on the homes which he entered he
same pattern, a pattern which its axis much as usual, the battle brought hope and cheer and rehad been familiar through many of Armageddon has not yet been newed strength and faith. To
generations. The war that is now fought, and the several persons those to whom he thus ministerraging is the opening of the who have successively been iden- ed he became the symbol of faith
great battle of Armageddon, the tified as the prince of darkness and courage.
final clash between the . powers have passed away and their re* * *
of evil and of good. Just now it mains have crumbled to dust,
MENTALLY AND SPIRITU·
is Hitler who is the great beast and the millenium has not arriv- ally such a man as Dr. Grassick
whose appearance is foretold in ed.
does not grow old. He has ripened
Scripture, and it is comforting
and
matured, richly and abund* * *
to know that presently he will
THERE ARE MANY OF antly, but his love for his fellow
get · what is coming to him, and these prognosticators who are beings, his interest in their work,
that good will triumph in the just plain fakers, trading on the and his keen observation of whatend.
credulity of others for commer- ever transpires around him, from
cial purposes. But there are many the weaving of an Indian blanket
*
THROUGH THE CENTUR- against whom no charge of fraud to the discoveries of science in
ies there have been these inter- or insincerity will lie. Earnest the great universe itself has kept
preters, and each of them has and sincere, they represent in him eager and forward-looking,
had his following. The prophe- acute form the mysticism which regardless of the passage of the
cies of Daniel and the symbolism I suppose is inherent in most of years. On this, his ninetieth
of the book of Revelations have us, and which is represented bfrthday, I pay tribute to him
served as the basis for the work among priplitive peoples by ad- and wish for him that his remainof latter-day mystics, and each diction to charms and incanta- ing days may be filled with hapof these has applied the cryptic tions and wierd ceremonials.
piness.

* * *

*

*

*
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WE ARE OFTEN iLD THAT from that sort of nomination and ulfilled the appearance of a man
. iracles don't happe , and about the freedom of its delegates to ike Willkie has come as a reas often we are asto nded by the exercise their own intelligence freshing breeze in a dense fog,
and act in accordance with their and as the mists are blown away
occurrence of something that we own judgment. Traditions which and the air clears it will be poshave considered have grown hoary with age were sible once more to get our bearimpossible. W e violated by that convention.
ings and straighten our course.
h a v e another
such example in
THE SIMPLE FACT IS THAT
LISTENING TO THE RADIO
the fact that a Willkie was nominated in re- on the night of the nomination
Republican na- sponse fo a growing and insist- we could hear distinctly the
tional convention ent demand based on recogni- clamor for Willkie that came
has just nomin- tion of his qualities. At first a from the galleries. The gallery
ated as .its presi- stranger in the political arena, at a political convention is not
dential candidate he became known gradually as a trustworthy index of public
the head of a an unusually successful execu- sentiment. The gallery crowd is
great utility cor- tive, a sturdy defender of things made up largely of local people
poration w h o in which he believed and an of the convention city. One can
u n t i I recently equally forceful critic of things recall the gallery demonstrations
worked and vot- which he believed to be wrong, at the Democratic convention in
id as a Democrat. A few months a man who had never trimmed Chicago in 1932, where the galgo such a thing would have or straddled, who catered to no lery was filled with violent sup1,een dismissed as an utter im- special interest to make himself , porters of Al Smith whose noise
,assibility. A few weeks ago it popular, and who expressed his made it almost impossible to
'ltight have been regarded as own convictions freely and frank- carry on the work of the conventheoretically possible, but alto- ly regardless of their popularity. tion. But Al Smith . was not the
aether improbable. And even As the public came to know him, popular Democrat of that year.
yhen the balloting began there to study his qualities and ob- At another convention held in
~ere few who would have been serve his cond ct there came Minneapolis the clamor of the
,villing to make more than a from an ·parts of the country the gallery for James G. Blaine
1ma11 wager, at considerable exclamation "There stands a brought from a delegate the
statement that ''the gallery
Vdds, on Willkie's nomination. man'."
* * *
doesn't vote." But the fact that
tet that incredible thing actually
THAT,
IT
SEEMS
TO
ME,
IS
galleries
do vote was demonstrajecurred.
the real secret behind what we ted in the election a little later
* * *
'A.NOTH ER REMARKABLE may well call a political miracle. when Harrison, the convention
lbing is the fact that Willkie was The nation is surfeited with nominee, was defeated by Cleven,2minated · by a conventian re- trimmers and compromisers who land.
,narkably and conspicuously free are ready to trade with any inTHE GALLERY MAY BE
:kQm machine domination. Tra- terest for the prospect of a few
ditionally big business and mach- votes, who evade every critical packed for a purpose. It may be
ine politics work hand in hand, issue for. fear of giving offense, filled with local people who are
and the nomination of a corpo~- and whose whole attitude is that quite out of touch with the senation magnate would be expec,- of smooth plausibility rather timent of the country at large.
than of sound conviction. In the Or, as at Philadelphia, it may
Wd to be achieved, if at all, in
eonvention of puppets moving a weariness which .aas followed actually represent a sentiment
J few bosses pulled the string the interminable repetition of which springs from the grass
But the Philadelphia conventio pleasing platitudes and the mak- roots and which represents the
:was outstanding in its freedo ing of promises which cannot be very soul of a people.

·* * *

* * *

* * *

